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A b strac t
A polynomial automorphism F  is called shifted linearizable if there exists 
a linear map L such that LF  is linearizable. We prove that the Nagata 
automorphism N  := (X — Y  A — Z  A 2,Y  +  Z  A, Z  ) where A =  X Z  +  Y 2 
is shifted linearizable. More precisely, defining L(a,b,c) as the diagonal linear 
map having a,b,c on its diagonal, we prove that if ac =  b2, then L(a,b,c)N  is 
linearizable if and only if bc =  1. We do this as part of a significantly larger 
theory: for example, any exponent of a homogeneous locally finite derivation 
is shifted linearizable. We pose the conjecture that the group generated by 
the linearizable automorphisms may generate the group of automorphisms, 
and explain why this is a natural question.
1 Prelim inaries
1.1 Introduction
One of the main problems in affine algebraic geometry is to understand the poly­
nomial automorphism group of affine spaces. In particular, it would be very useful 
to find some generators of these groups. The case of dimension one is easy : every 
automorphism of the affine line is indeed affine. (For a polynomial map, to be affine 
means to be of degree 1.)
* Funded by Veni-grant of council for the physical sciences, Netherlands Organisation for scien­
tific research (NWO). Partially funded by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach as 
an Oberwolfach-Leibniz-Fellow.
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In dimension two, the situation is well known too. The Jung-van der Kulk- 
theorem asserts th a t the automorphism group of the affine plane is generated by 
affine and de Joncquiere subgroups [14, 15]. Therefore, every automorphism of A2 
is called tame.
The case of dimension 3 is still open. Recently, Umirbaev and Shestakov solved 
in [22, 23], the th irty  years old tame generators problem by proving th a t some auto­
morphism of C3 are not tam e and in particular th a t the famous Nagata map is non 
tame.
Actually, there are several candidate generator sets for the automorphism group 
of An (see section 4).
Nevertheless, from a “geometric point of view” , it is im portant to find generators 
which do not depend on choice of coordinates. Related, finding normal subgroups 
of the automorphism group, is im portant in itself (and almost the same question, 
actually). Notice tha t, since a non tam e automorphism may be conjugate to a tame 
one (theorem 3.3 gives such an example), the notion of tam e automorphism is not 
a relevant geometric notion.
Therefore, it seems natural to define tamizable automorphisms, i.e. autom or­
phisms which are conjugate to a tame one. In particular, it leads us to the following 
questions :
1. Is the Nagata automorphism tamizable?
2. Are all automorphisms of C3 tamizable?
Note th a t if the answer to the first question is negative, then it will be very 
difficult to prove it. (The concept of degree is not invariant under conjugation, and 
so, the proof of Umirbaev-Shestakov does not give ideas for this.)
In this paper, we will investigate the second question and study what con­
sequences a positive answer will give. It will lead us to consider the subgroup 
GLINn(C) C GAn(C) generated by linearizable automorphisms. It turns out th a t 
this group contains all tame automorphisms, and, more surprising, th a t the Nagata 
automorphism belongs to GLIN3(C).
More precisely, we will show th a t “twice Nagata” is even linearizable! “Twice Na­
gata” stands for the map (2/) o N , i.e. each component of the Nagata automorphism 
multiplied by 2. Then
4  — 4
N s ( 2 N ) N ^  = 21
as explained in theorem 3.3. In fact, we will prove th a t if D is a homogeneous locally 
finite derivation on C [n], then there exists s E C* such th a t s exp(D) =  ( s / ) oexp(D) 
is linearizable. We say th a t exp(D) is shifted linearizable.
In the analytic realm, this is a known local fact, due to the Poincare-Siegel theo­
rem (see [2], chapter 5, or 8.3.1. of [6]). Roughly, this theorem states th a t for almost 
all s E C*, and analytic map F  satisfying F (0) =  0, sF  is holomorphically lineariz­
able locally around 0. This theorem was the starting point of a very interesting
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story1 about the (negative) solution of the Markus-Yamabe conjecture and its link 
to the Jacobian conjecture, see [4, 7, 8]. One of the conjectures which was posed 
and killed “along the way” of this story was M eister’s Linearization conjecture (see 
page 186 of [6] or [5]). However, the current article can be seen as a partial positive 
answer to a generalized M eister’s conjecture -  in fact, to such an extent th a t we 
revive a reformulate M eister’s conjecture:
M e is te r ’s L in ea riz a tio n  P ro b le m : For which F  £ GAn(C) does there exist 
some s £ C* such th a t sF  is linearizable?
This article is organized as follows. In section 1: Preliminaries we define notations 
and mention well-known facts on derivations. In section 2: Shifted linearizability we 
show how to shift-linearize homogeneous derivations. In section 3: When is Nagata 
shifted linearizable? we use the previous section on N agata’s map as an example, 
and explain exactly for which shifts it is linearizable and when it isn’t. (We will 
prove th a t s N  is linearizable if and only if s = 1 ,  -1 .)  In the last section 4 we will 
discuss how the results of this article influence the current conjectures on generators 
of GA„ (C).
1.2 N otations and definitions
Let R  be a commutative ring with one. (In this article, R  will be C almost exclu­
sively.) R [n] will denote the polynomial ring in n variables over R. GAn(R) will 
denote the group of polynomial automorphisms on R [n]. We will denote I  for the 
identity map. dX (¿V, dZ , . . . )  will denote the derivative to the variable X  (Y, Z , . . .).
An R-derivation (or simply derivation if no confusion is possible) on an R-algebra 
A is an R-linear map D  : A  — ► A  th a t satisfies the Leibniz rule D(ab) =  aD(b) +  
bD(a) for each a,b £ A. The set of R-derivations (or derivations) on A is denoted by 
DERr (A) (or DER(A)). The set of R-derivations on R [n is denoted by DER„(R). 
DER(A) forms a Lie algebra, as any two derivations D, E  the map [D, E ] :=  D E  — 
E D  is again a derivation, as can be easily checked. A locally nilpotent derivation is 
a derivation D for which each a £ A one finds an m  £ N such th a t D m(a) =  0. For 
example: D =  dX on C[X ]. If R  =  k, a field, we define a locally finite derivation 
as a derivation D for which each a £ A  the k-span of a, D(a), D 2(a ) , . . .  is finite 
dimensional. For example: D =  (X  +  1)dX on C[X ]. We use LNDn(k), LFDn (k) for 
the sets of locally nilpotent resp. locally finite derivations on k[n].
If D is a derivation on a ring A containing Q, then one can define the map 
exp(T_D) : A[[T]] — ► A[[T]] as the map sending ƒ to Y^Lo ^ -D l( f) .  It is an 
automorphism of A[[T]], and its inverse is exp(—T D ). In case D is locally nilpotent, 
the map exp(D) : A — ► A is well-defined and again an automorphism (with inverse 
exp(—D)). In case D is locally finite, one cannot always define the exponential
1To save space we have to refer to [6] page 185 and beyond, or the review [1]
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map. For one, the field k must satisfy “a G k then Y hLo f  ^  k” ■ We will only take 
exponents of locally finite derivations in case k =  C.
We define the derivation ö on C[X, Y, Z ] and the polynomial A G C[X, Y, Z ] by 
ö :=  — 2YdX +  Z d y , and A := X Z  +  Y 2. Aö will be the N agata derivation, and N  
will denote the Nagata automorphism:
N  =  exp(Aö) =  (X  — 2YA — Z A 2, Y +  ZA, Z ).
If À G C, we denote N A the following automorphism of C[X, Y, Z ]:
N x := exp(AAi) = { X -  À2YA -  ^ X 2Z A 2, Y  +  X Z A , Z ).
Note th a t one can also use this formula to define N A as an automorphism of 
k[X, Y, Z ] for any field of characteristic char(k) =  2 and any À G k.
1.3 A basic result
L em m a 1.1. Let D G LND(C[n]), and p G C [n], p  =  0. I f  exp(D)(p) =  Àp, then 
À = 1 ,  and D(p) =  0.
Proof. Let q G N such th a t D q(p) =  0, D q+1(p) =  0. Then D q(p) =  D q(exp(D))(p) =  
D q(Àp) =  ÀDq(p) hence À = 1 .  Assume q >  1. Now 0 =  D q-1(0) =  D q-1(exp(D)(p) — 
p) =  D q~1(J2qi=l(i\)~1D %(pi)) = D q{jp). Contradiction, hence q = 0. □
2 Shifted  linearizability
2.1 D efin ition
We will define F  G GAn (C) to be shifted linearizable if there exists a linear map 
L G GLn (C) such th a t L F  is linearizable, i.e. exist G G GAn(C) and L' G GLn(C) 
such th a t G -1L F G  =  L'.
A special case is if s F  is linearizable, where s G C*. In this case L =  s i .
2.2 N oncom m uting derivations form ing a Lie algebra
Well-known is th a t any two-dimensional Lie algebra over C which is non-commutative 
is essentially the Lie algebra C X  +  CY where [X, Y ] =  X . This Lie algebra turns 
up in this section as the sub Lie algebra of DER„(C) generated by two derivations
D ,E  satisfying [E,D] =  D.
L em m a  2.1. Let D ,E  be derivations, E  G LFDn(C), such that [E,D] =  a D  where 
a G C. Then
exp(^E )D  =  eaP D exp(^E  )
for any fî G C.
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The assumption E  G LFDn(C) is only here to make sure th a t exp(ftE) is well- 
defined. However, if one interprets ft as a variable in the ring C [n][[ft]], this assump­
tion is not necessary.
Proof. One can compute this directly, but easier is to use the well-known formulae
exp(A)B ex p (-A ) =  exp([A, —]) o B
where A, B  are elements of a Lie algebra. In this case, conjugating D by exp(ftE) 
yields
(exp[pE, - ] )o D = I+(3[E, D \ + ^ [ E ,  [E, D]]+... = D + / 3 a D + ^ ^ D + . .. = e?aD.
This concludes the proof. □
C o ro lla ry  2.2. Let D, E  G LFDn(C) and suppose [D, E ] =  a D  where a  G C. Then 
for any ft, A G C we have
exp(ftE ) exp(AD) =  exp(e“^AD) exp(ftE).
In particular, i f  a ft G 2niZ then exp(ftE ) and exp(AD) commute for each A G C.
Proof. Follows from lemma 2.1, which one can use to show tha t
exp(ftE)D* =  (ea/? )iD i exp(ftE ).
□
C o ro lla ry  2.3. Let D, E  G LFDn(C) and suppose [D, E] =  a D  where a  G C. Then 
for any ft, A G C, exp(ftE ) exp(AD) is conjugate to exp(ftE) as long as aft G 2niZ. 
In particular,
exp(—^ D )(exp(ftE ) exp(AD)) exp(^D ) =  exp(ftE ) 
where ^  =  A(e-Q^ — 1)-1 .
Proof. ¿From corollary 2.2, we replace A by — e- “^  to  get
exp(ftE )exp(—e- “^^D ) =  exp(—^ D ) exp(ftE ).
This means th a t
exp(—^ D )(exp(ftE ) exp(AD)) exp(^D ) =  exp(ftE ) exp((—e- “^^ +  A +  ^)D ). 
Setting —e~a>3ii +  A +  /i =  0 yields /i =  A(e_a/? — I ) -1 . □
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2.3 Linearizing exponents of m onom ial hom ogeneous deriva­
tions
As an application of the previous section we will show how to shift-linearize expo­
nents of monomial homogeneous derivations.
A grading deg on C [n] is called monomial if each monomial (or equivalently, each 
variable Xj) is homogeneous. It is the typical grading one puts on C [n]: one assigns 
weights to the variables Xj. In fact, let us state
Wj :=  deg(Xj)
for this article. A homogeneous derivation is a derivation th a t sends homogeneous 
elements to homogeneous elements -  in this article, homogeneous w.r.t. some mono­
mial grading. It is not too difficult to check th a t there exists a unique k such th a t a 
homogeneous element of degree d is sent to a homogeneous element of degree d +  k 
or to the zero element. We say th a t D is homogeneous of degree k.
(Above, we did not specify in which set wj , d, k are. Typical is to have them  in 
N, Z, or even R, and th a t is what we think of in this article. It is however possible 
to choose a grading which takes values in a group, i.e. a group grading. The above 
explanation makes sense for this.)
For this section, define the derivation associated to deg as E  := E deg :=  ^™=i wjX jdXi. 
(E  stands for Euler derivation.) The goal of this section is to prove the following 
theorem:
T h e o re m  2.4. I f  D E LFDn (C) is homogeneous of degree k =  0 vj.r.t. a monomial 
(grading, then exp(D) is shifted linearizable.
Proof. Follows immediately from corollary 2.3 and lemma 2.5 below, and the obser­
vation tha t exp(£ l) is a linear map: the diagonal map ( e ^ X ^ . . . ,  eWnX n). □
L em m a  2.5. Let D be a homogeneous derivation of degree k with respect to a 
monomial (grading deg. Then [Edeg, D] =  kD. In particular, i f  k =  0, then D and 
E deg commute.
Proof. Let M  := X^1 • • • X ^ n (vj E N) be an arbitrary monomial of degree d. Then 
deg(D (M )) =  d +  k, and E (M ) =  ¿™=1 vjwjM  =  d M . Similarly E (D M ) =  (d +  
k )D (M ). Now one can see th a t
[E, D ](M ) =  E (D (M )) -  D (E (M )) =  (d +  k )D M  -  D (dM )
=  kD (M ).
Thus, [E,D\ = kD. □
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3 W hen  is N agata  sh ifted  linearizable?
3.1 U sing N agata’s hom ogeneousness
For the rest of this section, D := A£ will be N agata’s derivation. The Nagata 
derivation D is homogeneous to several monomial gradings. The set of monomial 
gradings form a vector space (for if deg^ deg2 are the associated degree functions, 
then deg! +  deg2 and c deg! where c G C are degree functions associated to a grading 
too).
Let us explain how we find all homogeneous derivations for the Nagata derivation. 
More details on such procedure one can find in [18] and pages 228-234 of [6], where 
it is explained how to do this to prove th a t R obert’s derivation is a counterexample 
to H ilbert’s 14th problem. First, notice th a t the variables X , Y, Z  are homogeneous, 
lets say of degree s , t ,u  respectively. These values determine the degree function 
deg completely. Now we need to satisfy the following two requirements:
(1) D (X ),D (Y ) ,D (Z ) all are homogeneous,
(2) deg(D (X )) — deg(X ) =  deg(D (Y )) — deg(Y). (This condition comes from the 
fact th a t there should be a constant d (which is the degree of D) for which we have: 
any homogeneous H  is homogeneous of degree n, then D (H ) is of degree n +  d or 
D (H  ) = 0 . )
¿From D (X ), D (Y ) homogeneous we derive th a t A =  X Z  +  Y 2 is homogeneous, 
and thus s + u  =  2t. Now (1) is satisfied. From (2) we get th a t s — (t+ 2 t) =  t — (u+2t) 
which yields the exact same equation s +  u =  2t. Thus [deg(X), deg(Y), deg(Z)] =  
[s, t, 2t — s] and the derivation is of degree 3t — s. The degree function is associated 
with the (semisimple) derivation E  :=  sX dX +  tY dy +  (2t — s)Z dZ and the diagonal 
linear map exp(E ) :=  (esX , e*Y, e2t-sZ ).
Thus, for the Nagata derivation, the set of gradings for which it is homogeneous, 
is two dimensional. A possible basis is {deg!, deg2} where
deg!((X , Y, Z)) =  (1, 0, —1), 
deg2 ((X ,Y ,Z )) =  (0,1, 2).
The degree function deg! corresponds to the (semisimple) derivation E i :=  X dX — 
ZdZ, where deg2 corresponds to E 2 :=  YdY +  2ZdZ. Any degree function deg =  
s deg! + t  deg2 (s ,t  G C) which is a linear combination of deg! , deg2 corresponds to 
E  :=  sE ! +  tE 2. The linear map corresponding to the linear combination sE ! +  tE 2 
is Ls,t :=  (esX, e*Y, e2t-sZ ). The set of these maps is exactly the set
L :=  {(aX, bY, cZ ) | ac =  b2, abc =  0}.
Thus we have proven the following lemma:
L em m a  3.1. D is of degree 0 with respect to deg =  s deg! + t  deg2 i f  and only if  
s =  3t.
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D efin itio n  3.2. Let us define Lb := (b3X, bY, b-1 Z ), and L 0 as the set {Lb | b =  0}. 
Note tha t
L0 := {(aX, bY, cZ ) | ac =  b2, bc =  1}.
3.2 E xplicit formulae for shifted linearizableness o f the Na- 
gata map
One can use corollary 2.3, theorem 2.4, and results of the previous section, to imme­
diately get formulas for many linear maps L E L which satisfy LN  is linearizable. 
However, let us give the following formulas, which are slightly more elegant, and 
can be easily checked directly. Moreover, they work for any field k of characteristic 
char(k) =  2 (see subsection 1.2). To be clear, for this section, we are working over 
a field k satisfying char(k) =  2. Write L(a,b,c) :=  (aX, bY, cZ ) where ac =  b2. The 
following formulas can be easily checked:
• L (a1b;C)DL(aAc) =  (bc) which implies
• L (at1bc) exp(AD)L(abc) =  exp(b-1c-1 AD), which implies
• N A L(a, b, c) =  L(aAe)Nb-1c-1 A.
Using the la tte r equation, the following is easy:
T h e o re m  3.3. Let a, b, c G k*, ac =  b2, and bc = 1 .  Then L(a , b , c)N A is conjugate to 
L(a,b,c)- In particular, choosing ^  =  bcA(1 — bc)-1 , we have
N-^(L(a,b,c) N A)N^ =  L(a,b,c).
The particular case th a t L  is a multiple of the identity, gives the formulae for 
s G k*:
s 2 A . . . .
N  i - 2 (siVA) ^ i - 2 =  s i .
This gives the formula for s =  2, A = 1  from the introduction. In the same introduc­
tion it was announced th a t we can linearize for any s =  1, — 1, which indeed follows 
from this.
R e m a rk  3.4. Maps L(a,b,c)N  as in theorem 3.3, are non-tame (provided char(k) =  0) 
but linearizable (and in particular, tamizable).
2
3.3 T he non-linearizable case
We will now consider what happens if the grading of the previous section is such 
th a t D is homogeneous of degree 0. By lemma 2.5 this means th a t E  commutes 
with D, and hence also exp(E ) commutes with exp(D). By lemma 3.1 and definition 
3.2, we can say exp(E ) E L 0, i.e. exp(E ) =  Lb =  (b3X, bY, b-1 Z ) for some b E C*. 
Now there are several ways of showing th a t LbN A is not linearizable, we will use 
invariants.
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D efin itio n  3.5. Let ^  E GAn(C), A E C. Then EM(^) := {p E C[X1, . . .  ,X n] | ^(p) =  
^p} is defined as the eigenspace of ^  with respect to ^.
If LbN  is linearizable, it will be linearizable to Lb (as the linear part is equal to 
Lb). We will show th a t E1(LbN A) and E1(Lb) are so different th a t they contradict 
the following property:
L em m a  3.6. I f  <, < G GAn(C) are conjugate (i.e. there exists a  G GAn(C) 
such that < =  a -1< a) then £M(<) and £M(<) are isomorphic (in fact, £M(<) =
a  1(Em(< )) ) . 
Proof.
P G
< (P) =  MP 
<a a -1 (P) =  MP 
a -1< a a -1 (p) =  ^ a -1 (p) 
a -1 (p) G EM(a -1 <a).
□
L em m a 3.7. Let b E C* be no root of unity, A E C*. Then LbN A(p) =  p for some 
p E C[X, Y, Z ] i f  and only i f  p E C[Z2 A ].
C o ro lla ry  3.8. LbN A is not linearizable for any b, A E C*.
Proof of lemma 3.7. Give weights w (X ) =  3 ,w (Y ) =  1 ,w (Z ) =  —1 making A := 
C[X, Y, Z ] into a graded algebra ©neZAra. D and Lb are homogeneous: Lb(An) =  An 
and D (A n) C An. Because of the latter, N A is homogeneous too: N A(An) C An 
(actually “= ” since it is an automorphism). Hence LbN A(An) =  An. For Lb we have 
Lb(p) =  bnp if p  E A„.
We want to find all p such th a t LbN A(p) =  p. It suffices to classify all such p which 
are homogeneous. Let n =  deg(p). It now must hold th a t N A(p) =  L-1 (p) =  b-np. 
Because of lemma 1.1, we have b-n  =  1 and p E ker A£. Hence, since b is no root 
of unity we get n =  0, and so p E ker A i fi A0 =  C[A, Z ] fi A0. Since A E A2 and 
Z  E A-1 , we get th a t p E C [A Z2]. It is easy to check th a t such p indeed satisfy 
L bN x(p) =  p. □
Proof of corollary 3.8. Assume LbN A is linearizable. We split the proof in two cases: 
Let bm = 1  for some m  E N*/ Thus there exists some ^  E GA3(C) such th a t 
^ -1LbN A^  =  Lb. Thus I  =  (Lb)m =  (^ -1LbN A^ )m =  ^ -1N mA^ . Thus N mA must 
be the identity, which implies th a t m  =  0, contradiction.
b is no root of unity/ By lemma 3.7 E1(LbN A) is isomorphic to C[A Z2]. By lemma 
3.6, we must have th a t E 1(LbN A) is isomorphic to E 1(Lb). However, their transcen­
dence degrees differ. □
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4 G enerators o f G A n(C) and conjectures
4.1 Tam izable autom orphism s
The following definition and the problems 1 and 2 were given to us by A. Dubouloz.
D e fin itio n  4 .1 . A polynomial automorphism ^  is called tamizable if there exists a 
polynomial automorphism a  such th a t a - V a  is tam e (in analog to linearizable and 
triangularizable).
Now let us repeat the conjectures from the introduction:
P ro b le m  1. Is N  tamizable? (Is every automorphism of C [3] tamizable?)
P ro b le m  2. Is N  tamizable by conjugation of an element of GA2(C[Z])?
Connected to this, we also mention the following problem, which we took from 
[9, p.120]:
P ro b le m  3. Every tame Qa-action on C3 is conjugate to a triangular action.
Note th a t the problems 1 and 3 cannot both be true.
4.2 K nown conjectures
Since the “tam e generators conjecture” (which hardly anyone believed because of 
the automorphism N ) was disproved by Umirbaev-Shestakov in [22, 23] (and also 
before this feat was accomplished), several new conjectures have been made of “un­
derstandable” sets which could generate all of GAn (C) for any n. We will mention 
several of them.
C o n je c tu re  1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Then GAn(k) =  GLNDn (k), 
which is defined as <  eLNDn(k), GLn (k) > .
C o n je c tu re  2. GAn (C) =  GLFDn (C), which is defined as <  eL F D n >.
For k =  C, conjecture 2 is different than  conjecture 1, as GLNDn (C) Ç GLFDn(C) 
but it is not clear if all exponents of for example semisimple derivations are in the 
previous set. In fact, in our opinion, conjecture 2 is more natural, as it is obvi­
ous tha t GLFDn(C) is a normal subgroup, but we do not know if the subgroup 
GLNDn(C) is normal.
Another one is the following, from [11] (where it is stated only for k =  C):
C o n je c tu re  3. Let k be a field. GAn(k) =  GLFn(k), where GLFn(k) is the group 
generated by all locally finite polynomial automorphisms (which are polynomial au­
tomorphisms F  for vjhich the sequence {deg(Fn)}raeN is bounded).
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The subgroup GLFn(k) is normal for any field k: If F  E GLFn(C), then the se­
quence {deg(^-1F m^)}meN is bounded by the bounded sequence {deg(^-1) deg(Fm) deg(^)}meN.
Then there is the following conjecture, which to our knowledge originates from 
Shpilrain in [13, problem 2, p. 16] (there stated for k =  C):
C o n je c tu re  4. GAn (k) =  GSHPn (k), where GSHPn(k) = <  GAn-1(k[Xn]), Affn (k) > , 
interpreting GAn-1(k[Xn]) as the automorphisms in GAn(k) which fix the last vari­
able.
He suggests immediately tha t this conjecture may have counterexamples in di­
mension 3 of the form exp(D) where D E LND3(C) which does not have coordi­
nates in its kernel, as constructed by G. Freudenburg in [10]. Also, it is not clear if 
GSHPn (k) is a normal subgroup of GA3 (k).
4.3 T he group G LINn(k)
Let us denote by Linn(k) the set of linearizable polynomial automorphisms. We 
define GLINn (k) := <  Linn(k) >  as the group generated by the linearizable au­
tomorphisms. This is by construction the smallest normal subgroup of GAn (k) 
containing GLn(k).
L em m a  4.2. I f  char(k) =  2, then GLINn (k) contains Tn (k).
Proof. It suffices to show the lemma for an elementary map E f :=  (X 1+ ƒ, X 2, . . . ,  X n) 
where ƒ E k[X2, . . . , X n]. Define L := (2X1 ,X 2, . . . , X n) which is in GLn(k) as 
char(k) =  2. The result follows since E f =  L -1 (E -  2f L E 2f). □
R e m a rk  4.3 . The first author will show in a future preprint th a t (X  +  Y 3, Y ) E 
T 2(F2) is not in GLIN2(F2).
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 . I f  char(k) =  2, then GLINn (k) is the smallest normal subgroup of 
GAn(k) containing Tn(k).
In light of this lemma, and the result of theorem 3.3 (being N  E GLINn(C)), it 
is natural to pose the following (as far as we know, new) conjecture:
C o n je c tu re  5. GLINn (k) =  GAn(k) (if char(k) = 2).
For char(k) =  2, one might replace GLINn (k) by the smallest normal subgroup 
of GAn(k) containing Tn(k). We remark th a t for k =  C we have the following chain 
of inclusions:
C
GLFDra (C) C GLFra (C) C GA„ (C) .
C
TA„ (C)
GLINra (C)
GLNDra (C)
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Any inequality or equality in this chain would be very interesting. (The set GSHPn (C) 
is sort of separate.) Remark th a t GLFDn, GLFn and GLINn are all normal, only 
the la tte r two can be defined over any field.
Let us recall the following conjecture from [17, 19]:
C o n je c tu re  6. Let F  E GAn(Fq). I f  q is even and q =  2, then only half (the even 
ones) of the bijections of (Fq)n — ► (Fq)n are given by maps in GAn (Fq).
Here, we say th a t a bijection of (Fq)nis even, if it is even if seen as an element 
of the perm utation group on qn elements. In [17], theorem 2.3, it is concluded th a t 
the tam e automorphisms over Fq give all bijections in case q is odd or q =  2, and 
only the even bijections in case q =  4, 8 ,1 6 ,... .
R e m a rk  4.5. If the conjecture 6 would not be true for some q =  2m,m  > 2, this 
would give a ridiculously simple counterexample to the the (already rejected) “tame 
generators problem” for Fq. Also, it will imply th a t conjecture 4 is not true, and 
the smallest normal subgroup of GAn (k) containing Tn (k) does not equals GAn (k) 
(and en passant conjecture 5 is not true for k =  Fq).
The remark follows from the fact th a t any conjugate of an even bijection is again 
even, and from the fact th a t any F  =  (F1(X, Y, Z ), F2(X, Y, Z ), Z ) E GA2(F2m [Z]), 
m  >  2, is even: fix Z  =  a E F2m, and the map Fa :=  (F1(X, Y, a), F2(X, Y, a), a) is 
a tam e map on F ^  x {a} by Jung-van der Kulk-theorem (and hence even because 
of theorem 2.3 in [17]).
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matisches Forschungsinistitut Oberwolfach for their hospitality.
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